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Abstract. BY measuring the gradual disappearancc of dismagnetism in a single 
crystal of UPt3 upon warming thrnugh the superconducting transition in a coastant 
magnetic field, w e  have investigated the temperature dependence of a characteristic 
field H:l, closely related to the superconducting lowcr criticel field H.1. The am- 
plitude of the applied field ranged f" 1 to 60 Oe, for directions along the b and 
the *axis of the hexagonal s tmctw.  A distinct change in the slope of H:l(T) is 
observed for both diredions. at a temperature which coincides well with the lower 
transition detected by specific heat within the superconducting regime. It is furthn 
found that the initial dope of H:, is roughly isotropic, in contrast with the marked 
anisotropy of dH,i/dT, and that the Meissner effect k extremely s m a l l  despite the 
long eledmnic mean free path. 

1. Introduction 

On the basis of several experimental results, the field-temperature phase diagram 
of superconducting UPt, is thought to be subdivided into three separate regions or 
phases (for a recent review see Taillefer et d [l]). In particular at low fields, two 
clear discontinuities in the heat capacity 121 reveal unambiguously the presence of a 
phase transition within the superconducting regime. In zero magnetic field, this lower 
transition at T; occurs 55 mK below the onset of superconductivity from the normal 
phase at T: U 0.5 K. A measurement of the thermal expansion [3] along the hexagonal 
axis of the crystal structure has shown that T; will increase and Tz  decrease under 
e-axis compression, suggesting empirically that the two transitions are the result of 
a splitting. Moreover, recent pressure studies [4, 51 indicate that this splitting is 
related to the weak antiferromagnetic order in UPt,, which develops below 5 K with 
moments lying in the hexagonal basal plane [6]. The separation AT, between the two 
transitions was seen to vanish under an applied hydrostatic pressure of 3.7 kbar [4] 
and the Bragg scattering from the antiferromagnetic order above T, was suppressed 
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under pressure and found to extrapolate to zero at about 3 kbar [5]. The parallel 
disappearance of the splitting AT, and the antiferromagnetic order, at a pressure 
which otherwise affects the electronic properties very little, points convincingly to the 
coupling of superconducting and magnetic order parameters and supports the idea 
that the latter is responsible for lifting the degeneracy of T,. This idea was introduced 
and developed in a model of broken hexagonal symmetry [7-91, based on an analogy 
with superfluid ,He and its field-induced splitting of the doubly degenerate transition 
to phase A. The original assumption of this, and of all other models currently applied 
to UPt,, is the superconducting nature of the transition at T', i.e. that it involves a 
change in the superconducting order parameter. It is possible to test this assumption 
experimentally by investigating the low-field diamagnetic response near 2';. In this 
article, we present the results of such an investigation, which show that an increase in 
the slope of Hcl(T) occurs at 2'- consistent with an increase in condensation energy 
of the superconducting state, pointing to the appearance of a new superconducting 
order parameter at the lower transition. In addition, new insight is gained into the 
behaviour of vortices in this compound. 

C l  

2. Experimental details 

The single crystal used in this study was well characterized by an earlier measurement 
of the de Haas-van Alphen effect [lo] which yielded a direct estimate of the electronic 
mean free path of 1300 A, for a representative orbit on the Fermi surface. The crystal 
was cut from a polycrystalline ingot prepared in a UHV furnace by horizontal float 
zoning from high-purity starting material [lo]. Its residual resistivity p,, is estimated 
to be 0.4-0.5 (m cm (along the c-axis) from measurements on neighbouring crystals. 
Its shape is that of a slab of thickness 0.5 mm with the C and c-axis in the plane 
of the slab whose perimeter is apprnximately circular with diameter 2 mm. The 
demagnetizing factor is estimated to be of order 0.17, for a field in the 6-c plane, with 
a negligible b c  anisotropy. In the present experiments, the magnetic field was applied 
in two directions: b and c. 

The variation with temperature of the DC magnetization of UPt, waa measured in 
a SQUID magnetometer as the change in flux linking a pair of compensated coils, one of 
which contained the sample. The sample was cooled by conduction through a copper 
braid fixed onto the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator. The temperature was 
estimated from the resistance of a Ge thermometer fixed some distance away from the 
sample. A small temperature gradient was thus thought to have been present between 
sample and thermometer, and can be responsible for a slight shift in the temperature 
scale (of order 4 mk;) observed when the crystal was rotated from the b- to the c- 
axis. However, within each of the two series of measurements, the reproducibility was 
established to be better than 1.5 mK. The absolute calibration of the magnetometer 
is known within *lo%, a margin which corresponds to an uncertainty in the exact 
position of the sample inside the coils. A constant and steady magnetic field was 
obtained by trapping the flux produced by an external solenoid inside a concentric 
lead shield. The residual field was of the order of 50 mOe. 

Data were recorded in the following way. The sample was  cooled from above 
(550 mK) to below (200 to 300 mK) the superconducting transition in zero field; at 
the lower temperature, the magnetic field (1 to 60 Oe) was applied. The temperature 
was then increased slowly in steps of 1 mK up to 550 mK under constant field, and 
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the corresponding variation of the diamagnetic shielding signal was recorded ('ZFC' 
curves). This procedure yields the flux penetration as a function of increasing tem- 
perature, starting from a magnetically shielded state. In addition, for some values of 
the field, the flux expulsion due to the Meissner effect was also recorded by decreasing 
the temperature under the same constant field starting at 550 mK ('FC' curve). 

3. Results 

The magnetisation as a function of temperature has been measured for a series of 
k e d  values of the applied field Ha namely from 1 to 60 Oe in steps of 5 Oe for both 
crystal directions. Figure 1 displays a few typical ZFC curves obtained with the field 
along the baxis (similar curves were obtained for the e-axis). For H ,  = 1 Oe, we also 
present the FC curve, or Meissner effect, measured immediately after (magnified by 
10). The diamonds are asubset of the raw experimental points, The comparison of FC 
and ZFC curves shows to what extent the diamagnetic response of this sample, very 
pure from the point of view of electron motion, is irreversible. Indeed, the Meissner 
effect is extremely small for both crystal directions, corresponding at best to 3% of 
full screening (see figure l), and furthermore, it decreases with increasing field by a 
factor 10 in going from 1 to 60 Oe. 

0 25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
Temperature (K) 

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization for fields of 1, 10, 20,30, 
40, 50 and 60 Oe applied along the bsxis. The set of full curves (through the data 
points) corresponds to flux screening, with the temperature having been in-d 
after the field w m  applied at the loweat temperature. The diamonds shown are a 
subset of the data points taken at 1 Oe. including the nux expulsion, or Meissner 
effect, measured upon cooling the sample in the field (Labelled F.C.; magnified by a 
factor 10). 

The demagnetizing effects were not large, since the field was only applied in the 
plane of the UPt, slab. Nevertheless, the data were corrected by estimating the 
internal field Hi, assumed to be uniform and given by 

Hi = Ha - 4 s N M  (cgs units) (1) 
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where M is the magnetization and N = 0.17 for both crystal directions b and e. The 
corrected ‘internal susceptibility’ xi = M / H i  thus reads: 

where xa = M / H , .  Within the &IO% uncertainty on the overall calibration, the 
susceptibility is found to reach its full value of 4 n ~  = -1 at low temperature for both 
directions. In a separate experiment performed on another sample of the same batch, 
absolute amplitude measurements corrected in this way yield the same results, i.e. a 
complete magnetic shielding of the sample volume after cooling in zero field, and an 
extremely weak flux expulsion upon cooling in the field. In view of this, for subsequent 
analysis the normalization factor was adjusted slightly so that 4rxi(T) = -1 exactly, 
at the low-temperature plateau. 

We aim to determine the temperature dependence of H,, or, in the present con- 
ditions, the temperature T,,(H) at which the first vortex penetrates in the sample 
for different values of the field. This occurs when M ( T )  hegins to depart from its 
constant low T value. However, this departure is initially governed by flux entering 
at the edges of the sample and does not represent the behaviour of the bulk. For 
this reason, we have chosen to avoid that initial region of the magnetization curve 
and to define, as a characteristic temperature, the point at which the shielding has 
come down by some small fraction (say by 10 to 20%). The penetration of flux in the 
corresponding volume fraction may be sensitive to a slight variation in the critical cur- 
rent density with temperature but, as will be seen, the precise fraction chosen makes 
little qualitative difference. The corresponding characteristic field, denoted H:,, is 
therefore closely related to the proper H,, and, in particular, will have a temperature 
dependence similar to it, although it should be an overestimate of the magnitude of 
Hcl. For the analysis to follow, a criterion of 15% ‘1-in-shielding’ is used, namely 
4 q , ( H ,  Tc,) = -0.85. This particular criterion yields approximately the same values 
of T,, as those obtained from extrapolating the tangent at the point of inflexion onto 
the base line. 

The result of using such a definition is plotted as H ,  zgainst T in figures 2(a) and 
(b) for a field parallel to the 6- and caxis, respectively. The salient feature is a change 
in the slope of H,L,(T) for both field directions, occurring at T = To. Beyond that 
point, H:, increases more rapidly than hitherto, as can in fact be inferred by direct 
inspection of the raw data in figure 1. Numerical estimates are derived from two linear 
fits: one at low fields (1 to 20 Oe) and another at high fields (30 to 70 Oe), displayed 
in figure 2. Their intersection yields the coordinates (To, I f o )  of the change in slope, or 
‘kink’, with an error bar corresponding to the uncertainty in the choice of data points 
to be included in the fits. The results are listed in table 1. The observed kinks show 
up at 53f6 and 49&6 mK below T,,(H + O)(G c), as an increase of 1.40f0.05 and 
1.32 f 0.06 in the slope dH&/dT, for El, 11 b and R ,  11 c, respectively. A change in 
criterion from 20 to 10% does not affect the presence of the kink, nor does it modify 
either the ratio of slopes or AT, within the error bars of table 1. It causes -dH:,/dT 
to decrease by some 15% and T, to decrease by approximately 5 mK. 

The rationale of our analysis is the following: if one examines whether there is a 
change of slope in Hz’,(T) in the vicinity of the established lower transition at T = T; 
by applying a linear fit to the low-field data and a separate linear fit to the high- 
field data, both fits being satisfactory, one finds the two resulting slopes to be quite 
different, and furthermore, the top one to be greatest. The change in slope at To is 
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0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 
Temperature (K) Temperature (K) 

Figure 2. (a) Lower critical field HZl (defined in the text) against tanpvature for 
H 11 b. The full lineg are two separate linear fits to the data at low and hi& fields, 
respectively. Note thechang=inslopebyafaftor1.40ata temperature To = 423mK. 
namely 53 mK below Tc(H + 0) .  ( b )  Same for k? 11 e. A change in the slope of 
H:l(T) is also obwed  in this dimtion, estimated st 49 mK below Tc. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the H:,(T) "e for thc two field directions, derived 
frum the linear fits in figure 2. The coordinates of the kink are (TO, Ho) .  T, is the 
extrapolation of the low-field data to H = 0 and (dH:l/dT)~-o is the corresponding 
slope. Also given ay the separation AT = Tc - To and the ralio of the dopes below 
and abow To. Units are mK and Oa. 

Dimtion Tc To A T  Ho -(dH:,/dT)B,o Ratio 

H*Ilb  4 7 6 f 1  423fE 5 3 f 6  22f3 0.41*0.02 1.40 f 0.05 
I f , i l c  48051 431f6  49f6 20*3 0.40*0.02 1.32&0.06 

small but resolved reliably due to the low scattering of our data. This is a result of 
the procedure chosen: a measurement at constant field takes advantage of the rapid 
variation of x with T to determine T,,(H), as opposed to the relatively slow deviation 
of M from linearity as a function of Increasing H in an isothermal experiment, hence 
the greater sensitivity. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Meissner effect 

The extremely small Meissner effect observed in this and other high-quality crystals 
of UPt, [ll] corresponds to a remarkably weak expulsion of flux, attributed to a 
strong pinning of the vortices. Since the electronic mean free paths in these samples 
are long, between 1000 and 2000 (from de Aaas-van Alphen studies [lo]), pinning 
dws not result from a high density of impurities. Moreover, the vortices appear to 
move rather easily under the influence of a Lorentz force: from electrical conduction 
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experiments performed on whiskers of comparable residual resistivity [U], a transverse 
field (H I J )  of order 1 kOe was found to broaden significantly the resistive transition 
even in the presence of an electrical current density as low as J N 2 A So it 
appears that in UPt, the pinning force can be weak compared with a small Lorentz 
force, yet very effective when it comes to vortex expulsion, and whatever the pinning 
centres are, they have little effect on electron motion. 

4.2. Anomaly at To 
The anomaly at To must be placed in the context of other thermodynamic properties, 
for example by locating it with respect to the two transition temperatures T; and T: 
derived from the specific heat c(T)  [2, 31, the thermal expansion coefficient a(T) [3] 
and the sound velocity u(T) [13], all measured in similar crystals of UPt,. These three 
separate quantities exhibit two distinct discontinuities as a function of temperature 
(both positive in c/T, both negative in v and ofopposite sign in o [I]), the midpoints of 
which define T; and 7':. The resulting values are given in table 2, where it is seen that 
they all agree within experimental accuracy, yielding a separation ATc(= 7'2 -T;) of 
5655 mK. In the same table, we compare To and T, derived from the present magnetic 
measurements to the thermodynamic T; and ?;c, respectively. The correspondence 
is evident and To occurs precisely at the lower transition, i.e. AT, below the onset 
of superconductivity. The coincidence of the increase in dH,,/dT at To with the 
thermodynamic anomaly at T; leads us to conclude that the former is indeed due to 
a gain in condensation energy associated with the transition evidenced by the latter. 

Table 2. Comparison of the characteristic temperatures To and T, derived rrom 
the present H,r study with the tm transition temperatures T; and T$ observed in 
specific heat. t h e d  expansion and sound velocity measurements on three similar 
aystds.  Due to the difference in the method of definition, the various absolute value5 
for T; and T> may not aU coincide exactly. Nevertheless, the separation AT, = 
T> - T; obtained from dl techniques is the same within experimental uncddnty. 
This confirms that the in- in dH:,/dT at To corresponds indeed to the transition 
st Tc- evidenced in thermodynamic measurements. Unit. M mK. 

Specific heat 1 434f2 4 W i 2  56f3 [Z] 
Thermal expamion 2 442f.4 494i3 5 2 i 5  [3] 
Sound vdocity 2 434i4 495f3 61i5 1131 
HcI(H. II b)  3 423i6 476il 53i6 Thiswork 
HCl(E7. II e) 3 431f6 48Oi1 49rt6 This work 

It must be stressed that this interpretation can realistically be made only within 
such a quantitative comparison between magnetic and thermodynamic measurements. 
The H,, anomalies observed by Zhao et al [14] in isothermal DC measurements of 
M(H), as those observed earlier by Shivaram et al[15] in high-frequency AC measure- 
ments, are found to occur well below r;, i.e. approximately 3AT, below T:. These 
anomalies are therefore difficult to interpret in t e r m  of the established phase diagram 

The most natural explanation for a gain in condensation energy is the appearance 
of a new superconducting order parameter associated with the lower transition. In 
this sense, our H,, study provides positive evidence in favour of a superconducting 

of UPt,. 
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mechanism for T;, something which was often assumed given the absence of any 
indication for either a magnetic or a structural ordering in this temperature range. 
(Note in this respect that, within experimentd accuracy, no anomaly was detected 
in the magnetization M(T) itself (see figure 1) at T = To = 423 mK.) Conversely, 
it would seem that any theoretical model for the phase diagram of UPt, based on a 
multiplicity of superconducting phases will predict an increase in IdHJdTI at T;. 
Within a model of this kind, where the two superconducting phases in zero field are 
taken to arise from the split transition of a two-dimensional order parameter whose 
degeneracy is lifted by a field that breaks the hexagonal symmetry, Hess el a1 [E, 161 
have calculated H,,(T) in the Ginzhurg-Landau (GL) approach. They find that the 
magnitude of the increase in IdHJdTI at T,' depends on the two specific heat jumps 
Ac/T and on two coefficients of the gradient terms in the OIL expansion. In this model, 
these coefficients are related to the break in the slope of the upper critical field H&') 
predicted to Occur in one specific direction, imposed by the symmetry-breaking field. 
A break in dH,,/dT is well established experimentally bul it is found to exist for all 
directions of the field in the basal plane [5]. If, nevertheless, we follow Hess et a1 in 
using the measured slope on either side of the break at H", namely dH,,/dT = -44 
and -64 kOe K-' for H < H' and H > H' respectively 112, 171, an estimate of the 
relevant GL coefficients is obtained within this model, and the predicted ratio R of 
slopes below and above 2'; comes out to be R(c) = 1.72 for R 11 c [8, 161, using 
Ac-T;/Ac + T; = 1.5 [2-41. This is considerably greater than our present result of 
R(c) = 1.32 f 0.06. 

Another difficulty witb the broken-symmetry model (at least in its simplest form) 
is that, contrary to prediction, we find the kink in H,,(T) to he essentially isotropic 
in the b e  plane. From table 1, R(c) = 1.32 and R(b) = 1.40. The model yields 1.72 
for the oaxis, and either 1.30 or 1.91 for the baxis [E] (depending on the direction of 
the symmetry-breaking field) using the values of dHc2/dT and Ac previously quoted. 
In fact, the results of Zhao et al [14] obtained with a spherical sample yield, within 
the error bars, the same H,, curve for aI1 three high-symmetry directions a, b and c 
(below 60 Oe). This difficulty may be removed if the condition of macroscopic broken- 
symmetry is relaxed, as in the model of Joynt el a1 [MI, where the coupling between 
magnetic and superconducting order parameters is taken to be local, limited in space 
to the extent of the antiferromagnetic domains, particularly small in UPt, [6]. 

4.3. Critical fields at T: 

Quite apart from the transition at T;, and the associated anomaly at To, one can 
attempt to describe the onset of superconductivity from the normal state (at T>) with 
the standard approach. First, the thermodynamic critical field H, may be obtained 
from the relation 

2 -=-(-) Ac 1 dH, 
T,+ 4~ d T  T.+ (3) 

where Ac G cs - c, is the jump in specific heat at T>. With Ac/?;t = 
210 rnJ K-2 mol-' [24] ,  we deduce a value for the slope of H ,  near T> of 
-788 Oe K-', Second, we define two parameters tci and K, using the standard 
relations to the upper and lower critical fields, respectively [19] 

= JZr,(T)H,(T) (4) 



f(~,) N [ ~ n n ~ ( ~ ) / f i n , ( ~ ) l  for K, large. 

Near T2,Hc2 is linear in T and dH,,/dT = -44 Oe mK-' for H I c and 
-75 Oe mK-' for H I c, from specific-heat data [3, 171. This yields K,(T = 
T:) = (dH,,/dT)/( 2 2dHJdT) = 40 and 67, for H I c and H 11 c respec- 
tively. These are large values, suggesting that in UPt, the coherence length is 
much smaller than the penetration depth. In a one-parameter GL description where 
n = n, = n3, one would then expect the slope of H,, near T, to be very small: 
-dH,,/dT N (-dHc/dT)(hn/&K) = 52 and 35 Oe K-', for H I c and H 11 c 
respectively. This is five to ten times smaller than the values of -dH:,/dT mea- 
sured in this work, or in the work of Zhao el al [14], where a somewhat lower value 
of 250 Oe K-' is observed. Furthermore, the large anisotropy of H,,(T) near T, is 
not reflected in the initial slope of H:l, which is, as previously mentioned, essentially 
isotropic. An alternative approach is to estimate n, directly from the relationship 
between H,, and H, given in equation (5). Fkom the data of table 1, the numerical 
solution of ~ ( J C , )  for small n3 [19] gives K,(T = T:) N 2.5; the data of Zhao et Q /  yield 
approximately 5. Such a large discrepancy between nl and K ~ ,  defined respectively 
from the slopes of Hc2 and H,, in the linear reghe near T, is most unusual. The 
discrepancy goes far beyond the uncertainty on the three experimentally determined 
critical fields, including the uncertainty on H,,(T). Although we do not claim to be 
extracting the precise absolute value of H,,(T) with the procedure outlined in sec- 
tion 2,  based on a 15% loss-in-shielding criterion, it is difficult to see how the correct 
dH,,/dT could differ from the values of dH:,/dT in table 1 by more than a factor 2. 
For example, going over to a 3% lossin-shielding criterion results in a IdHE,/dTI only 
about 30% smaller. One is therefore led to question the applicability of the standard 
onwc GL description for this transition. 

From a theoretical point of view, with the growing evidence in favour of a vector 
order parameter to describe phase A (high T ,  low H) of UPt,, and the associated 
zeroes of the gap function which that implies, along with a possibly unconventional 
structure of the vortices [ZO], it appears not unlikely that the standard GL formulation 
would fail to account for the onset of that phase. 

5. Conclusion 

Our investigation of the low-field diamagnetic response in superconducting UPt, has 
revealed an increase in the slope of H,,(T) occurring at To = 'I;, i.e. precisely at 
the lower transition within the superconducting regime, giving support to the notion 
that this transition involves a new superconducting order parameter. An anomalously 
small Meissner effect was observed, corresponding to only 3% at most of the full flux 
expulsion, in a sample with long electronic mean free paths, and even though the vor- 
tices are otherwise known to move easily under the application of a Lorentz force. The 
initial slope of H,,(T) (near T$) was found to be roughly isotropic, with a value rather 
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close to that of the thermodynamic critical field H,(T), in sharp contrast with the 
anisotropy and the much larger  lues of -dH,,/dT. Thio unusual relation between 
the three critical fields, all determined experimentally, shows that the upper supercon- 
ducting transition (from the normal state) cannot be described in the usual manner, 
with only one GL parameter IC, even near T,(H = 0). Finally, a comparison with the 
broken-symmetry model of Hess et a/ for the multicomponent phase diagram of UPt, 
reveals that the observed kink in H,,(T) at T; is considerably less pronounced, and 
also less anisotropic than predicted, at least from the model in its simplest form. 
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